How do I get my OPSCAN package back (bubble sheets, control sheet, key)?

Tell Me

1. Scan packages that are scanned during on demand hours will be returned once the scanning is completed.
2. Scan packages (bubble sheets, key, control sheet) that are dropped off will be available for pick-up at Atkins 140C immediately after the exam results are emailed, during our open hours.
3. If you do not collect your package within 10 business days, the package will be returned to the designated faculty via campus mail.

Related FAQs

- When can I bring my OPSCAN exam to be scanned?
- What is the difference between OPSCAN, Clickers, and Surveys?
- What reports are provided with OPSCAN test results?
- What is OPSCAN?
- How do I upload grades from OpScan into a Canvas course?